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Comparative transcriptome
analysis reveals immune-related
genes involved in allograft and
xenograft transplantation in
Pinctada fucata
Yusi Zheng1†, Pei Wang1,2†, Ying Guo1,2, Lirong Bai1,
Dahui Yu1* and Sen Zhao1*

1Guangxi Key Laboratory of Beibu Gulf Marine Biodiversity Conservation, Beibu Gulf University,
Qinzhou, China, 2College of Life Science and Technology, Guangxi University, Nanning, China
Background: The marine pearl culture industry is a key industry in the Beibu Gulf

of China that achieves large-scale pearl production by artificial nucleus insertion

in pearls. High-quality pearls can produced by xenotransplantation, but

allotransplantation or xenotransplantation can lead to various immune

responses, resulting in nucleus rejection or even the recipient shell death and

thereby causing significant losses in pearl production.

Methods: Few studies have investigated the immune defenses of oysters related

to allografts and xenografts. In this study, transcriptomic comparisons of allograft

and xenograft Pinctada fucata haemocytes were conducted to identify genes

associated with immune responses.

Results: A total of 33.11 Gbp of clean reads were generated from five P. fucata

haemocytes. De-novo assembly of quality-filtered reads generated a total of

26,526 unigenes, with 22,002 known genes and 4,524 predicted novel genes. In

addition, 34,904 novel transcripts were detected, with 15,620 novel alternative

splicing isoforms of known protein coding genes and 4,605 belonging to novel

protein coding genes, with the remaining 14,679 comprising long non-coding

RNA transcripts. Functional enrichment analysis of immune-related differentially

expressed genes (DEGs) using the Gene Ontology (GO) and Kyoto Encyclopedia

of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) databases revealed 36–44 significantly enriched

GO terms and 34 significantly enriched KEGG pathways. Ten DEGs were

subjected to validation of expression levels using RT-q PCR analysis, revealing

generally consistent values as the high-throughput sequencing data.

Conclusion: Oyster haemocytes were comprehensively evaluated in this study

using transcriptomic comparisons and with a focus on immune-related

functional genes and pathways. The results revealed numerous DEGs related

to immune function that can serve as the basis for subsequent immune response

analysis of allotransplantation and xenotransplantation.
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1 Introduction

The pearl oyster Pinctada fucata martensii is an economically

important bivalve that is farmed for marine pearl production globally,

with most Chinese marine pearls produced from this species (Zhang

et al., 2022). The production of seawater pearls in China is primarily

based on artificial cultivation. Specifically, nucleus transplantation is

conducted with a mantle graft originating from a donor oyster, along

with a shell bead nucleus, into the “pearl sac” of a recipient oyster.

The quality of artificial beads consequently depends on the state of

the recipient oyster and the choice of mantle graft. To achieve optimal

results and produce smooth and round pearls after artificial nucleus

insertion, the metabolism of the recipient oyster must remain in a low

state, and the gonad must be generated without gametes (Arnaud-

Haond et al., 2007; Fang et al., 2008; Inoue et al., 2010; Southgate and

Lucas, 2011; Wei et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2024). Moreover, the small

mantle graft of the recipient oyster is the primary factor that

determines the formation of the pearl sac (Wei et al., 2017), with

some studies detecting DNA from the donor oyster mantle in the

pearl sac (Wang et al., 2024). Transplantation can either include

allogeneic or xenogeneic insertions. Allogenic insertions are primarily

conducted in China and produces small pearls with poor coloration,

and average economic value. Previous studies demonstrated that

xenografts did not significantly affect the formation of pearl sacs and

subsequent nucleus retention but did influence pearl color,

complexion, shape, nacre deposition, and nacre weight (McGinty

et al., 2010). Consequently, xenografts hold potential in enhancing

pearl quality attributes such as size, underscoring the importance of

donor oysters in achieving desirable pearl growth, color, and surface

characteristics (Fukushima et al., 2014). Thus, the study

demonstrated the potential for xenografts to improve pearl quality

characteristics like pearl size, while emphasizing a role of donor

oysters in achieving ideal pearl growth, color, and surface

complexion. However, the low output from such methods requires

further optimization and improvement.

Allograft and xenograft transplantation have been evaluated in

China in recent years. For example, transcriptomic sequencing has

been used to evaluate immune system response mechanisms after

xenotransplantation and allotransplantation (Wei et al., 2017). These

methods have also been applied to investigations of freshwater pearl

oysters (Zhang et al., 2016). RNA-seq based transcriptomic analysis is

a highly effective approach for investigating the immune responses at

the genomic and transcriptomic levels. Such analyses have been

widely used in shellfish life science research, including in the

investigation of Perumytilus purpuratus (Briones et al., 2018),

Patinopecten yessoensis (Zhou et al., 2019), Hyriopsis cumingii

(Zhang et al., 2016), P. fucata (Lu et al., 2022), Mytilus

galloprovincialis (Dong et al., 2022), and Argopecten irradians

(Dong et al., 2022). Numerous immune-related genes have been

discovered and intensively studied in bivalves, including the toll-like

receptor (Wei et al., 2017), C type lectin (He et al., 2020), HSP70 (Wei

et al., 2017), and Interleukin (IL)-17 (Zhang et al., 2016).

Here, a transcriptomic analysis of P. fucata haemocytes after

transplantation was conducted to better understand the molecular

mechanisms related to P. fucata immune responses after

allotransplantation and xenotransplantation. The resulting
Frontiers in Marine Science 02
analyses providing insights into the immune defense mechanisms

associated with recipient oyster transplants, help promote the

mitigation of host oyster immune rejection of grafts, and inform

the improved efficiency of pearl production.
2 Materials and methods

2.1 Oyster and mantle grafting

Healthy 1.5-year-old P. fucata (shell lengths: 4.5-5.5 cm, weights:

42-58 g) were obtained from the pearl oyster culture station of the

South China Sea Fisheries Research Institute in Xincun Village,

Hainan Province, China. Donor P. maxima (shell lengths: 8-15 cm,

weights: 100-200 g) and Pteria penguin (shell lengths: 10-15 cm,

weights: 200-300 g) were selected from wild populations in Hainan.

Oysters were cultured in oxygenated seawater at 25°C and were fed

Chlorella vulgaris. After temporary breeding for a week, professional

technicians performed nucleus transplantation. The donors (P.

fucata, P. maxima, and P. penguin) were first sacrificed and strips

of mantle tissue were excised from the midventral regions of the

mantle and then thoroughly cleaned in sterile seawater. Samples were

then sectioned into small grafts (about 3×3 mm) and inserted into

pearl sacs. Transplanted host oysters were placed in temporary

culture ponds to breed, with four experimental groups and one

control group established for analyses. The experimental groups

were respectively implanted with P. fucata, P. maxima, and P.

penguin mantle slices in the P. fucata group with nucleus insertion.

Another group was implanted with P. fucata mantle slices without

nucleus insertion. A control group was established comprising P.

fucata without any implants. Host oysters were referred to as Pf_Pf,

Pf_Pm, and Pf_Pp, respectively, after mantle allograft and xenograft

surgery. The shellfish group that had only undergone surgical

treatment without nucleus insertion was referred to as Mock, while

the untreated control group was referred to as CK.
2.2 Hemocyte collection

At 192 hours post-transplantation, whole hemolymph samples

were collected from the adductor muscles using 1 mL syringes (1

mL withdrawn per oyster and samples from 10 oysters were pooled

together). Hemocytes were then harvested via centrifugation at

4,000 g for 10 minutes, the supernatant was discarded and 1 mL of

Trizol (TransGen Biotech, China) was added, followed by mixing

with the hemocytes. The samples were then immediately frozen in

liquid nitrogen and stored at -70°C.
2.3 RNA extraction, library construction,
and sequencing

Total RNA was extracted from the experimental and control

group samples following the manufacturer’s instructions. RNA

concentration and integrity of the RNA were determined using a

Lunatic high-throughput microfluidic spectrophotometer
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(Unchained Labs, USA). cDNA libraries were then sequenced using

the BGISEQ-500RS RNA-Seq platform.
2.4 RNA-seq data assembly and
functional annotation

Library construction and RNA-Seq were conducted at BGI

Genomics (Shenzhen, China) following typical protocols. To

ensure the reliability of the analyses, the resulting raw data were

filtered using the SOAPnuke software (Chen et al., 2018) program

to remove data containing adaptors, poly-N’s, and reads of low

quality. The resulting clean reads were used in the subsequent

analyses. After comparing the transcriptomic data against the

reference genome, transcribed regions not originally annotated

were observed to identify potentially novel genes for the species.

The new genes were then compared against several databases, with

the confidence in annotations following order of: Nt <KOG <Pfam

<Swiss Prot <KO <GO <Nr (Ai et al., 2016).
2.5 Analysis of differentially expressed
unigenes and GO/KEGG
enrichment analysis

To determine physiological differences of P. fucata with different

mantle inserts, the gene expression levels of each sample were

calculated using the RSEM (Reads Per Kilobase Million) and

FPKM (Fragments Per Kilobase Million) methods, followed by

correction for sequencing depth. Unigenes meeting the criteria of

p < 0.005 and |log2(fold change)| > 2 were considered differentially

expressed genes (DEGs). DEGs were selected for further analyzed

using the hypergeometric distribution principle and subjected to GO

and KEGG enrichment analysis. GO enrichment was used to

primarily analyze the functional classification of major biological

features related to DEGs. In addition, KEGG pathway enrichment

was performed to identify the primary biochemical metabolic and

signal transduction pathways that DEGs were involved in. The

statistical threshold for GO or KEGG enrichment was set at p < 0.05.
2.6 Real-time quantitative PCR analysis

To evaluate the accuracy of the transcriptomic analyses, 10

DEGs were selected for real-time quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR)

analysis. The sequences of the10 genes were used for primer design

(Table 1) using 18S rRNA genes as internal reference genes. The

RNA samples used for RT-qPCR amplifications were the same as

those used for constructing the RNA-Seq libraries described above.

Total RNA was reverse transcribed using the EasyScript® All-in-

One First-Strand cDNA Synthesis SuperMix for qPCR (TransGen

Biotech China). Each reaction contained 1 mL reverse and forward

primers each, 10 mL of SYBR Green Mix (TransGen, Beijing,

China), and 2 mL of 1:8 diluted cDNA, with RNase-free water

added to achieve a final reaction volume of 20 mL. The qPCR cycling

program including 1 cycle of 10 min at 95°C, followed by 40 cycles
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
of 10 s at 95°C, 15 s at 55°C, and 15 s at 72°C. The mRNA relative

expression levels were calculated using the 2^−DDCt method, and

each experiment was performed in triplicate. Data were analyzed

using the Least Significant Difference (LSD) method in the SPSS

software program (version 22), with statistically significant

differences identified at p < 0.05.
3 Results

3.1 Transcriptomic sequence assembly
and annotation

The transcriptomes from four experimental and control

samples yielded a total of 33.11 Gbp of clean data (Table 2).
TABLE 1 RT-qPCR primer sequence information.

Gene name Transcript ID Primer Sequence ((5’→3’)

N16 gene for
matrix protein

BGI_novel_T000084 Forward
CCTAGTATGTGTAAAGCCT
Reverse
CAACACTAGTTCTTCGGAT

TSSK Pma_99.293 Forward
ATTTCTCAGAAGAACACGCTA
Reverse
TTGGAAACCGACTGTACCAC

CROCC Pma_75.463 Forward
AACGAGGATCTGAGAAACACA
Reverse
GACATTGGCCTTTTGCTCT

Ryanodine
receptor 1

Pma_530.903 Forward
AACTTACCTAGGCTTTAGCTG
Reverse
TGATTCTGAAGATGCTCCA

Histone
deacetylase
complex
subunit SAP18

Pma_399.417 Forward
AGGTTAATCCAGATGCCAGACA
Reverse
TCCTGAGCAAGTAGTACCGAT

Cytochrome
P450 family 2
subfamily K

Pma_368.87 Forward
ATCCTTATCTAAAACCCGCAGT
Reverse
GTTTAGAATCGCCATCCCTGT

Mucin-2 Pma_253.267 Forward
ACAAACTCGGACAAGACATGC
Reverse
GTTGACATAGAACTCACGACCA

TRIM2 Pma_192.483 Forward
AAGGCAACATATGCTTCTCA
Reverse
CGCCAGATTTTGTAGATGACT

Transcription
factor Sp4

Pma_145.1326 Forward
AACAACAGAATCTGCTGCAA
Reverse
TGTACACTAACGTTGGCAT

SLC8A BGI_novel_T013769 Forward
CCATTACTTTGATGTCTGGC
Reverse
GTCTGATATCTTCCCCACC
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The clean reads data can be downloaded from NCBI under

accession code PRJNA1068836. Over 88% of each sample

exhibited >Q30 quality scores. The GC contents for the CK,

Mock, Pf_Pf, Pf_Pm, and Pf_Pp libraries ranged from 39.43% to

39.88%. In addition, between 64.03 to 66.09% of the clean reads

from each group aligned to the P. fucata genome (Table 2). Further,

between 37.16% and 39.6% of the reads for the four experimental

and control samples uniquely mapped to the genome (Table 2).

In addition, A total of 26,526 unigenes were identified among

the expressed genes, with 22,002 known unigenes and 4,524

predicted novel genes. A total of 34,904 novel transcripts were

also detected, of which 15,620 belonged to novel alternative splicing

isoforms of known protein coding genes and 4,605 belonged to

novel protein coding genes, with the remaining 14,679 comprising

long non-coding RNA transcripts.
3.2 Functional annotation of DEGs

The CK vs Pf_Pm comparison comprised the largest number of

differential genes, with 2,786 DEGs, of which 886 were up-regulated

and 1,900 were down-regulated (Figure 1, Table 3). The DEGs were

annotation based on GO classifications, revealing functions

primarily related to biological processes, cellular components, and

molecular functions, with each group comprising 36 to 44 sub-

categories (Figure 2).
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Considering the DEGs annotated within the biological processes

group, the sub-categories of “cell movement process,” “metabolic

process,” and “biological regulation” were the most abundant.Within

the cellular component group, most differential genes were annotated

to the “membrane” and “membrane part” sub-categories. Lastly, the

“binding” and “catalytic activity” sub-categories were particularly

prominent among the molecular function group.

DEGs classified to KEGG pathways related to signal

transduction pathways comprised 398, 213, 427, 341, 268, 293,

269, 290, 188, and 253 pathways in the CK-vs-Mock, CK-vs-Pf_Pf,

CK-vs-Pf_Pm, CK-vs-Pf_Pp, Mock-vs-Pf_Pf, Mock-vs-Pf_Pm,

Mock-vs-Pf_Pp, Pf_Pf-vs-Pf_Pm, Pf_Pf-vs-Pf_Pp, and Pf_Pm-vs-

Pf_Pp group comparisons. A total of 26 KEGG pathways were

enriched among the DEGs (Figure 3), including the NOD-like

receptor signaling pathway, the cytosolic DNA-sensing pathway,

the Toll and Imd signaling pathway, the C-type lectin receptor

signaling pathway, and the chemokine signaling pathway. Notably,

the cytosolic DNA-sensing pathway had the highest enrichment of

DEGs in the CK-vs-Mock group.
3.3 Enrichment of DEGs related to
immune functioning

DEGs among all samples were compared, revealing 19,012 DEGs

common to all samples, with the other different modules comprising
TABLE 2 Transcriptomic sequencing data statistics.

Sample Total reads
(M)

Total Clean
Bases (Gbp)

GC
content (%)

Clean Reads
Q30 (%)

Total
Mapping (%)

Uniquely
Mapping (%)

CK 44.42 6.66 39.43 89.71 64.03 38.09

Mock 44.60 6.69 39.40 90.07 64.89 39.06

Pf_Pf 44.03 6.6 39.61 88.76 65.06 37.88

Pf_Pm 43.59 6.54 39.54 88.48 64.28 37.16

Pf_Pp 44.11 6.62 39.88 89.14 66.09 39.6
FIGURE 1

Up- and down-regulated DEGs of P. fucata in comparisons between post-transgraft groups.
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unique genes for each sample (Figure 4). KEGG enrichment analysis

revealed that the enriched pathways (p < 0.05) including a cytosolute

DNA sensing pathway, in addition to pathways related to long-term

inhibition, cholesterol metabolism, the PPAR signaling pathway,

apoptosis, and terpenoid skeleton biosynthesis. Notably, long-term

inhibition was represented in each differential comparison and

comprised genes encoding cGMP-dependent protein kinase 1

(PRKG1), ryanodine receptor 1 (RYR1), cytosolic phospholipase

A2 (PLA2), and phosphatidylinositol phospholipase C and beta

(PLCB). In addition, other DEGs were identified, such as those

encoding chitinase, perilipin-2 (PLIN2), calpain-5, neurexin, very

low-density lipoprotein receptor, microphthalmia-associated

transcription factor, and Man 1. The above genes exhibited higher

expression in the recipient shellfish but lower expression in the

control group. In addition, the mucin-2 and tubulin beta genes

were highly expressed in the control group but lowly expressed in

the surgical group.
3.4 Validation using quantitative real-time
RT-PCR

To further validate the gene expression of DEGs, 10 immune-related

DEGs were randomly selected for RT-qPCR validation (Figure 5),

followed by comparison of fold-changes detected by qRT-PCR to the

RNA-Seq expression levels. Most of the RT-qPCR results were
TABLE 3 Comparison of the number of DEGs in the serum between the
control group.

Group
Upregulated
protein

Downregulated
protein

Total
DEGs

CK-
vs-Mock

747 1957 2704

CK-
vs-Pf_Pf

517 994 1511

CK-
vs-Pf_Pm

886 1900 2786

CK-
vs-Pf_Pp

519 1614 2133

Mock-
vs-Pf_Pf

1007 594 1601

Mock-
vs-Pf_Pm

996 967 1963

Mock-
vs-Pf_Pp

705 784 1489

Pf_Pf-
vs-Pf_Pm

794 1079 1873

Pf_Pf-
vs-Pf_Pp

427 705 1132

Pf_Pm-
vs-Pf_Pp

769 945 1714
(CK, Mock) and the xenograft group/allograft group (Pf_Pp, Pf_Pm, Pf_Pf).
A B

C

FIGURE 2

Functional classification of DEGs. (A) GO enrichment analysis of DEGs between the control and nucleus insertion groups. (B) GO Enrichment
analysis of DEGs between the non-inserted and different insertion group. (C) GO enrichment analysis of DEGs between the allograft and
xenograft groups.
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consistent with the high-throughput sequencing data. Thus, the RNA-

Seq data were appropriate for inference of differential gene expression.
4 Discussion

Mantle allograft surgery in pearl aquaculture has been

successfully employed without immunosuppressants throughout

the last century (Zhang et al., 2016). However, little is known of

the immune responses generated after mantle tissue transplantation.

The seventh day after mantle tissue implantation comprises the pearl

sac formation period and an inflammatory milieu has been suggested

in donor mantle tissues during this time. The inflammatory

microenvironment leads to allograft rejection and also induces

allograft tolerance in invertebrates (Land, 2012). Transcriptomic

analyses of haemocytes at 192 h were consequently conducted in

this study after allograft and xenograft transplantation to identify
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
genes and important pathways involved in development and

gametogenesis, along with evaluation of their differential expression

between experimental and control groups. These findings provide a

basis for the subsequent immune responses analysis of

allotransplantation and xenotransplantation.
4.1 Enriched immune-related pathways

NOD-like receptors (NLRs) comprise a subgroup of cytosolic

pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) that have recently been

suggested to play new roles in antiviral innate immune signaling

pathways (Zheng, 2021). The NLR protein family comprises 22

members that contain a common structural of an N-terminal

effector domain, a central NACHT domain, and a C-terminal

leucine-rich repeat sequence (LRR) (Zheng, 2021). The N-

terminal effector domain participates in signal transduction,
A B

DC

FIGURE 3

The KEGG pathways enriched among DEGs. (A) Ck-vs-Mock, (B) CK-vs-Pf_Pf, (C) CK-vs-Pf_Pm, and (D) CK-vs-Pf_Pp comparisons. The number
inside represents the number of DEGs enriched.
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while the NACHT domain interacts with ATP/GTPase-specific P-

rings, Mg2+ binding sites, and five other motifs to perform

nucleotide binding functions based on self-oligomerization

and ATPase activity (Koonin and Aravind, 2000). In

addition, LRRs are responsible for pathogen-associated molecular

patterns (PAMPs) recognition (Kanneganti et al., 2007). In

this study, 86 DEGs were enriched in NOD-like receptors in the

CK-vs-Pf-Pm comparison, followed by 67 DEGs in the CK-vs-Pf-

Pp comparison, and relatively fewer in the CK-vs-Mock

comparison. We speculate that these trends may be related to the

degree of immune response produced by allotransplantation

and xenotransplantation.

The cytosolic DNA-sensing pathway is primarily responsible for

detecting foreign DNA derived from invading microorganisms or

host cells and generating an innate immune response. The first

identified cytosolic DNA sensor is DAI that activates the IRF and

NF-kappaB transcription factors, to produce type I interferons and

other cytokines. The second cytoplasmic DNA sensor is AIM2. After

sensing DNA, AIM2 interacts with the assembly of the

inflammasome, eventually leading to interleukin maturation (Yanai

et al., 2009; Huijser et al., 2022). In the control and surgical groups

comparison, a higher expression of cGAMP synthase (MB21D1) was

detected in the control group and less expressed in the recipient shell.

The cGAMP synthetase gene acts as an intracellular pattern

recognition receptor (PRR) that senses cytosolic pathogen DNA

and subsequently produces the second messenger cGAMP to

initiate the TMEM173/STING pathway to produce interferon

(IFN) that causes the overall immune response (Liang et al., 2014).

Transcriptomic analyses revealed that its expression was down-

regulation in the recipient shell, indicating a immune rejection

effect. However, this hypothesis requires additional confirmation,

including via the role of MB21D1 in the body during immune

rejection reaction.

Type C lectin receptors (CLRs) contain one or more type C

lectin-like domains (CTLDs) (Viswambari et al., 2010) and are

involved in immune recognition reactions of some cells as
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
pattern recognition receptors for pathogen-derived ligands.

Dectin-1 is a CLR example that can recognize the fungal-derived

ligandsb-Glucan and high-mannose carbohydrates (Kato et al.,

2006). After ligand binding, C-type lectins stimulate intracellular

signaling cascades, include the production of various factors, and

trigger immune responses against pathogens (Mentrup et al., 2022).

The C-type lectin receptor signaling pathways appeared in each

group of comparison between allogeneic and xenogeneic

transplantation in this study, indicating that the C-type lectin

receptor signaling pathway is an important pathway in the

immune response of interspecific transplantation, with the

abundant immune genes identified in the study deserving

further investigation.
4.2 Differentially expressed immune genes

Immune genes all exhibited different expression patterns in

individual fractions, suggesting that these genes may play important

roles in immune processes. N16 is an active protein in P. fucata and can

be inhibited to prevent the occurrence of osteoclasts (Lin et al., 2020).

N16 may also be a membrane protein-like component of the nacre

layer that involved in both crystal formation and the formation of

Water Insoluble Organic Matrix (WISM) as a microfibrillar matrix,

similar to the role of High Glycine/Tyrosine Proteins (FGTPs), and

implicating the specificity of N16 in pearl formation and specific

expression only in the mantle (Samata et al., 1999). N16 was

distributed in almost every component, relative to that above the

control group, consistent with the results of the study.

TSSK proteins establish relationships with two T6SS subcomplexes

through direct interactions with TssL, Hcp, and TssC (Zoued et al.,

2013). Interestingly, TSSK exhibited down-regulation relative to the

control group. However, the roles of TSSK molecules remain unclear

and further studies are needed. In addition, Ryanodinereceptor 1

(RYR1) is a skeletal muscle sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR), required for

excitation-contraction coupling (EC coupling) of Ca2+ release channels

in the sarcoplasmic terminal pool (O'connor et al., 2023). In this study,

RYR1 was up-regulation in the CK-vs-Mock comparison, while the

Pf_Pf, Pf_Pm, and Pf_Pp comparisons exhibited lower expression of

RYR1 than in Mock. RYR1 may be consequently related to pearl sac

formation from mantle fragments.

SAP18 was originally identified by immunopurification of sin3-

related proteins and is a component of the Sin3-HDAC complex

that can enhances sin3-mediated transcriptional inhibition.

Specifically, SAP18 is a protein-protein adapter linking the

transcription factor Gli, which is a transcriptional repressor fused

to [Su (fu)] and the Sin3-HDAC complex (Cheng and Bishop,

2002). Overall, these proteins were down-regulation among the

treatment groups, indicating that SAP18 may be involved in

immune transplantation, although its mechanistic role remains

unclear. CROCC plays important roles in tumors and the

involvement of cytokine and cancer-related gene expression (Xu

et al., 2019). CROCC was down-regulated as SAP18. A previous

study (Xu et al., 2019) observed the up-regulation of miR-33 that

could potentially suppress cell proliferation, migration, invasion,

and epithelial–mesenchymal transition (EMT) in Gallbladder
FIGURE 4

Venn diagram showing overlap in DEGs among treatment groups.
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cancer (GBC) through down-regulation of CROCC. These results

suggest that CROCCmay modulate immune mechanisms by down-

regulation after transplantation.

Cytochrome P450 isoenzymes (CYPs) are a hemoglobin

superfamily and terminal oxidases of mixed functional oxidase

systems on endoplasmic reticulum membranes. CYPs play critical

roles in metabolism of many harmful substances (Muntane et al.,
Frontiers in Marine Science 08
1995; Nelson, 2009), and modulation of CYP pathways can

ultimately trigger immunosuppression of immune cells. In this

study, CYPs were down-regulated in the Pf_Pf, Pf_Pm, and

Pf_Pp groups relative to the control group. Consequently, the

involvement of CYPs in the immune response mechanisms of

organisms may indicate the generation of immune refection.

MUC2 is one the most abundant gastrointestinal gel-forming
FIGURE 5

RT-qPCR validation of the expression levels for 10 DEGs. RNA-seq represents the increase or decrease multiple of the gene in the transcriptome
data relative to a control group.RT-qPCR means using RT-qPCR technology to verify the quantitative test of the experimental group and the control
group, and then calculating the multiple of the increase or decrease of the gene in the experimental group relative to the control group.
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mucins and exhibits constitutive expression throughout the

gastrointestinal tract (Yamashita and Melo, 2018). The MUC2

mucus barrier acts as the first defense against direct contact

between intestinal bacteria and colon epithelial cells (Yao et al.,

2021). During the development of ulcerative colitis (UC), bacterial

factors associated with the MUC2 mucus barrier play important

roles in responses to altered dietary patterns, dysfunction of the

MUC2 mucus barrier, stimulation of contact with colon epithelial

cells, and responses to mucosal and submucosal inflammation (Yao

et al., 2021).

Sp4 is a member of the Sp1-like transcription factor family and

is primarily expressed in neurons, where it is associated with various

neuronal processes, including signal transduction and energy

production, and conditions like bipolar disorder (Sheehan et al.,

2019). Current research of SP4 focuses on controlling various

neuronal processes (Sheehan et al., 2019; Zhang H. et al., 2020),

with few studies investigating the direction of immune rejection.

Thus, further studies in this area may help clarify its mechanism

of action.

Transcripts encoding tripartite motif containing 23 (TRIM23)

is an ubiquitin ligase belonging to the tripartite motif (TRIM)

family (Bu et al., 2020). TRIM proteins with E3 ubiquitin ligase

activity play important roles in virus infection in vertebrates and

invertebrates (Zhang R. et al., 2020). Current understanding of

TRIM23 primarily focuses on its antiviral immune defense

mechanisms, although its precise role in the immune mechanisms

remains unclear and requires further study.

The sodium/calcium exchanger or NCX (SLC8A) family is

primarily expressed in excitable tissues including muscle and heart

tissue, because their rapid and massive transport of Ca2+ is important

in muscle and heart contractions (Brini and Carafoli, 2011). All the

components of this family were up-regulated, with little observed

differences in each group. SLC8A is primarily expressed in tissues like

the heart, with the blood cells in the samples we collected primarily

coming from hearts. These reasons might consequently explain their

consistent up-regulation.
5 Conclusions

Here, a transcriptomic analysis was conducted to identify

host defense gene activities against allograft and xenograft

transplantation in P.fucata during pearl cultivation. Specifically,

immune-related pathways and genes were identified and

discussed. These results provide a theoretical basis and

framework to further understand the role of P.fucata in immune

defense systems, thereby helping to reduce host immunological

rejection to transplantation.
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